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Abstract: This paper proposes a three-phase transmission scheme to ensure zero secrecy outage in
decode-and-forward relay systems by using the strategies of artificial noise (AN) injection and channel
state information (CSI) leakage avoidance. The zero-outage secrecy spectral efficiency (ZOSSE) and
energy efficiency (ZOSEE) of the scheme are then analyzed. Finally, the paper demonstrates that
the scheme can always achieve zero secrecy outage even when the eavesdropper has an unlimited
number of antennas or is in an arbitrary location, which shows its practical applicability. The paper
also shows that the ZOSSE increases with the transmit power and that both the ZOSSE and the
ZOSEE are maximized when the relay is halfway between the transmitter and the receiver. This
suggests that the placement of the helper node is important in securing the communication of two
distant nodes.

Keywords: physical layer security; artificial noise injection; cooperative network; zero-outage secrecy

1. Introduction

Wireless services have become an essential part of people’s lives, for various purposes,
both business and personal, thanks to their mobility, their cost saving, and their effi-
ciency [1]. The exponential increase in users relies on wireless networks, due to their
not only being reliable but also secure. The wireless channel is an open medium for
intruders [2], and it is accessible to anyone, in such a way that the signal may even be
modified before reaching the legitimate receivers [3], which leads to information leakage
and unexpected negative impacts. Hence, security is an important aspect of designing
wireless systems. Cryptosystems have been applied to the upper layer for security pur-
poses. Despite their effectiveness, the systems may be difficult to employ in some specific
architectures [3]. For that reason, the physical layer is considered as an alternative solution
for security, thanks to its recent results from information theory [4]. Secret communication
was introduced by Wyner in the scenario of the wiretap channel [5], which indicates that
secrecy can be achieved as long as the unauthorized channel is worse than the legitimate
one. However, in practice, this is not always the case. Eavesdroppers can have better
channels; for example, if their locations are nearer to the transmitter compared to the
intended receiver [6]. In such instances, secrecy is no longer guaranteed.

Multiple studies have focused on solutions to this problem, and injecting artificial
noise (AN) to confuse eavesdroppers is one of them. The AN is sent to the null space of the
authorized receiver, which does not have any effect on it but remains in the unintended ones
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and, hence, degrades the wiretap channel [7]. Similar studies have been conducted, showing
that the receiver is assumed to own more antennas than the eavesdropper; otherwise, secure
communication is not guaranteed [8–10]. As conventional schemes cannot guarantee
secrecy if the eavesdropper is powerful and also cannot achieve secrecy in some extreme
scenarios requiring zero secrecy outage [11,12] (such as credit card number transmission)
or extremely strict security constraints (such as the Internet of Vehicles [13,14]), this urges
a novel secure transmission design. One possible design is to transmit AN in the same
space as the secure message. However, to achieve the AN removal capability at the
receiver, an extra timeslot for only transmitting the AN to Eve with the aid of a CSI leakage
mechanism [15] is used, such that legitimate receivers—but not eavesdroppers—can cancel
the AN. Therefore, a novel AN-aided design of secure transmission to guarantee zero
secrecy outage is considered.

Moreover, energy efficiency is an important metric for green communication [16], and
secrecy energy efficiency also has received much attention [17,18]. Secrecy energy efficiency
or the secrecy throughput (bits/s) per power consumption has been considered in different
fashions, such as ergodic secrecy throughput per power consumption [19] or the average of
instantaneous secrecy energy efficiency [20]. While the former can be solved via fractional
programming theory [17], the latter exploits the pseudo-convexity property of the objective,
to convert the energy efficiency problem to the convex problem, which can be solved by the
Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions. Hence, energy efficiency will also be quantified in
the zero-outage secret communication.

Therefore, this paper proposes an artificial-noise-aided transmission model in decode-
and-forward (DF) relaying systems in three time slots subject to zero secrecy outage, and
then characterizes the achievable zero-outage secrecy spectral efficiency (ZOSSE) and
energy efficiency (ZOSEE). How the AN is injected was inspired by the two previously
mentioned works in [21,22]. In the first time slot (first phase), the AN is transmitted by
the Relay. After receiving it, the transmitter then amplifies and forwards it with the secure
message in the next phase. The secure message is later decoded and forwarded with the
same AN by the Relay to the receiver in the third phase. Finally, the legitimate receiver
can remove the AN and successfully decode the secret message but the eavesdropper
cannot, even if it has an unlimited number of antennas. This paper outlines the proposed
system model in Section 2, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that is received at all nodes in
Section 3, the analysis of the secrecy outage probability in Section 4, and the connection
outage probability in Section 5. The zero-outage secrecy spectral efficiency and the energy
efficiency are determined in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. Section 8 presents numerous
results for insight understanding, which are then wrapped up in Section 9.

2. System Model

Figure 1 illustrates a three-phase secure transmission scheme in a decode-and-forward
(DF) relaying system to guarantee zero secrecy outage when an eavesdropper (Eve) attempts
to steal the information. The transmitter (Alice) and the receiver (Bob) have one antenna
each and there is no direct link between them. It is assumed that Eve and Relay have one
antenna each for simplicity of notation, and we later extend the analysis to multiple-antenna
cases for Eve and Relay in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. The proposed model aims to
utilize a time slot to transmit only artificial noise and to prevent Eve from learning the CSI
between Relay and Eve in this time slot. By this way, the legitimate receiver can use the
received signal in this time slot to cancel out the artificial noise (AN) but Eve cannot. This
can be achieved by allowing the reverse training phase, where Alice and Bob send pilot
signals and Relay then sends the estimated CSIs via error-free feedback links, so that Eve
has CSI knowledge of the channels at Alice and Bob, but not Relay.
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Figure 1. The proposed three-phase transmission model in decode-and-forward relaying systems.

Let h(n)ij be the node i-j channel gain in the n-th transmission phase where

i, j ∈ {A, R, B, E}, indicating Alice, Relay, Bob, and Eve, respectively, and h(n)ij is a complex

Gaussian distributed with zero mean and a variance of σ2
ij, denoted as h(n)ij ∼ CN (0, σ2

ij).
All the nodes are assumed to have perfect channel estimation, and the channels change
slowly according to Rayleigh fading. We also assume that the noises at all the nodes are
denoted as n(n)

i ∼ CN (0, σ2
n). Our scheme has three phases: the first phase only sends the

AN, while the second and third phases send the secure message with the AN. The channels
are independent in each phase, and reverse pilot training is used in the first phase while
forward pilot training is used in the second and third phases, as illustrated in Figure 2.
The details of the pilot training and data transmission will be explained at each phase.

Figure 2. Pilot training in all phases.

2.1. Phase 1

In the first phase, Alice and Bob send pilot symbols to Relay for channel estimation,
and the CSI between Relay and Bob is fed back to Bob in the error-free link, for the purpose
of removing the AN. It is emphasized that Relay–Bob’s CSI is perfectly acknowledged by
Bob while Relay–Eve’s CSI is unknown to Eve, and this is the key to guaranteeing secure
transmissions in the next two phases.

Then, Relay generates and transmits only the artificial noise (AN),
√

Pz, where z
denotes the AN with z ∼ CN (0, 1). Then, we obtain

y(1)i =
√

Ph(1)Ri z + n(1)
i (1)

for i ∈ {A, B, E}.

2.2. Phase 2

In the second phase, Alice sends pilot symbols to Relay for channel estimation, and
then Alice amplifies and forwards the received AN in the first phase with the superimposed
secure message. Alice’s transmitted signal is given by [21]:
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xA =
√

αPs +
√
(1− α)P

y(1)A

|y(1)A |
, (2)

where s is the normalized secure information signal (s ∼ CN (0, 1)), α is the portion of the
power used for the signal-bearing information with 0 < α < 1, and

|y(1)A |
2 = P|h(1)RA|

2 + σ2
n (3)

is Alice’s received power. Note that the AN is amplified and forwarded in the second term
of Formula (2) following [23] and is shared power with the secure message, while the total
transmit power is fixed at P. Then, Relay and Eve receive

y(2)i =
√

Ph(2)Ai xA + n(2)
i (4)

for i ∈ {R, E}.

2.3. Phase 3

In the third phase, Relay sends pilot symbols for channel estimation at Bob, and,
after receiving

y(2)R = h(2)ARxA + n(2)
R

= h(2)AR

(
√

αPs +
√
(1− α)P

y(1)A

|y(1)A |

)
+ n(2)

R (5)

=
√

αPh(2)ARs +
√
(1− α)Ph(2)AR

√
Ph(1)RAz + n(1)

A√
P|h(1)RA|2 + σ2

n

+ n(2)
R

in the second phase, Relay can remove the AN, as it perfectly knows h(1)RA and h(2)AR, and the
AN emitted by itself, to obtain

y′(2)R =
√

αPh(2)ARs +

√
(1− α)Ph(2)ARn(1)

A√
P|h(1)RA|2 + σ2

n

+ n(2)
R . (6)

Perfect knowledge of h(1)RA is because Relay perfectly obtains the CSI of h(1)AR from the pilot

symbols transmitted by Alice and h(1)RA = h(1)AR thanks to the reciprocal property [24].

Therefore, Relay decodes the secure message s from y′(2)R , with an outage probability
(P denotes the probability notation) of

PO,R = P

1
3

log2

1 +
αP|h(2)AR|

2

σ2
n +

(1−α)P|h(2)AR |2σ2
n

P|h(1)RA |2+σ2
n

 < RB

, (7)

where the factor 1
3 indicates three-phase transmission. Relay forwards it to Bob by sending

xR =
√

αPs +
√
(1− α)Pz. (8)

Then, the received signals at Bob and Eve will be

y(3)i = h(3)Ri xR + n(3)
i

=
√

αPh(3)Ri s +
√
(1− α)Ph(3)Ri z + n(3)

i (9)
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for i ∈ {B, E}.

3. Received SNR

In this section, we will determine the received SNR at Bob and Eve. It follows from
Formulas (1) and (9) that, as Bob perfectly knows h(1)RB and h(3)RB, he can remove the AN by

subtracting y(3)RB to
√

1− α
h(3)RB

h(1)RB

y(1)RB, to obtain

yB =
√

αPh(3)RBs + n(3)
B −

√
1− α

h(3)RB

h(1)RB

n(1)
B . (10)

Hence, Bob’s received SNR can be obtained by

γB =
αP/σ2

n
1−α

|h(1)RB |2
+ 1
|h(3)RB |2

. (11)

Meanwhile, the signals received at Eve from three phases are

y(1)E =
√

Ph(1)REz + n(1)
E ,

y(2)E =
√

Ph(2)AE

√αs +
√

1− α

√
Ph(1)RAz + n(1)

A√
P|h(1)RA|2 + σ2

A

+ n(2)
E , (12)

y(3)E =
√

αPh(3)REs +
√
(1− α)Ph(3)REz + n(3)

E .

One should note that the phase shift of the channel gain h(1)RE cannot be estimated from y(1)E ,

as the received signal y(1)E is only noise. In fact, as

H(h(1)RE|y
(1)
E ) = H

(
h(1)RE

)
, (13)

where H(z) denotes the entropy of random variable z, this shows that the CSI cannot be
obtained from the received signal. Then, decoding the secure message with the additional
received signal y(1)E does not help. Therefore, as Eve perfectly knows h(2)AE and h(3)RE, it can

apply the maximum–ratio combining of y(2)E and y(3)E , to obtain its SNR of

γE =
αP|h(2)AE|

2

σ2
n + (1− α)P|h(2)AE|2

+
αP|h(3)RE|2

σ2
n + (1− α)P|h(3)RE|2

. (14)

4. Secrecy Outage Probability

The probability that Eve can successfully decode the secure message when the message
is transmitted [25], which is also known as the secrecy outage probability (SOP), will
be derived in this section. We denote the codeword rate RB and the secrecy rate RS.
The positive difference of RB − RS is the cost needed to transmit the message without being
eavesdropping. As the channel capacity at Eve is obtained from Formula (14) as

CE =
1
3

log2(1 + γE), (15)

where the factor 1
3 indicates three-phase transmission, the SOP is derived as [25]:
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PSO =P(CE > RB − RS)

=P
(

γE > 23(RB−RS) − 1
)

(16)

=P(X + Y > k),

where k = 23(RB−RS) − 1, and

X =
αP|h(2)AE|

2

σ2
n + (1− α)P|h(2)AE|2

, (17)

Y=
αP|h(3)RE|2

σ2
n + (1− α)P|h(3)RE|2

. (18)

It should be noted that when Eve has M antennas, the random variable |h(n)ij |
2 changes

to ||h(n)
ij ||

2, where its probability density function (PDF) and cumulative probability density
function (CDF) is given by

pZ(z)=
ασ2

n/σ2
iE

(M− 1)!(α− (1− α)z)2P

(
zσ2

n

(α− (1− α)z)Pσ2
iE

)M−1

exp

(
− zσ2

n

(α− (1− α)z)Pσ2
iE

)
,

FZ(z)= 1− Γ

(
M,

zσ2
n

(α− z(1− α))Pσ2
iE

)
(19)

for z < α/(1− α) and (Z, i) ∈ {(X, A), (Y, R)}, respectively, where

Γ(m, x) =
∫ ∞

x

1
(m− 1)!

tm−1e−tdt (20)

is the incomplete gamma function [26]. The result of Formula (19) is proved in Appendix A.
Therefore, it follows from Formulas (17) and (19) that the SOP is obtained by

PSO = 1−
∫ k

0

(∫ k−y

0
pX(x)dx

)
pY(y)dy

= 1−
∫ k

0
FX(k− y)pY(y)dy. (21)

For PSO → 0, we require from Formula (21) that

∫ k

0
FX(k− y)pY(y)dy→ 1, (22)

or, equivalently, k ≥ 2α/(1− α). Hence, the zero-outage PSO → 0 can be achieved if the
rate pair of (RB, RS) is chosen, such that

RS ≤
[

RB −
1
3

log2

(
1 +

2α

1− α

)]+
, (23)

where (z)+ = max{z, 0}.

Remark 1. The result in Formula (23) means that secure transmission can always be guaranteed in
any circumstance if we choose the pair rates properly with a constant difference of 1

3 log2
(
1 + 2α

1−α

)
.

Here, it should be emphasized that in this paper complete security is achieved in the physical layer of
relaying systems, even for single-antenna relaying systems, by the trade-off of one extra time slot for
the artificial noise transmission.
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Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the SOP with respect to the rate difference (RB − RS) for
different values of Alice’s transmit power P and Eve’s number of antennas M, while the
detail of the setup parameters is mentioned in Section 8. It is obvious that the SOP is equal
to zero when (RB − RS) is not less than the threshold, which is exactly 1

3 log2
(
1 + 2α

1−α

)
,

regardless of Alice’s transmit power and Eve’s number of antennas. It can also be seen that
the SOP steeply decreases to zero at Alice’s high transmit power or Eve’s large number
of antennas (see P = 20 dB in Figure 3 and M = 1000 in Figure 4). Thus, the zero-outage
secrecy is under practical consideration of the worst scenario of Eve’s unlimited number
of antennas.

0 0.5 1 1.5

R
B
 - R

S

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

P
s
o

Figure 3. PSO versus (RB − RS) for different P; M = 1; dAE = dRE = 1 Km; α = 0.8.

0 0.5 1 1.5

R
B
 - R

S

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

P
s
o

Figure 4. PSO versus (RB − RS) for different M; P = 10 dB, dAE = dRE = 1 Km; α = 0.8.

5. Connection Outage Probability

In this section, the probability that a node fails to decode a message or the connection
outage probability (COP) is derived. As Bob’s decoding in phase 3 depends on whether
Relay successfully decodes the secure message in phase 2, we need to first find the decoding
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outage probability at Relay in phase 2 and then at Bob in phase 3. It follows from Formula (7)
that the decoding outage probability of Relay in phase 2 is given by

PO,R =P

 αP|h(2)AR|
2/σ2

n

1 + (1−α)P|h(2)AR |2

P|h(1)RA |2+σ2
n

< 23RB − 1


=P

(
αP/σ2

n
23RB − 1

<
1

|h(2)AR|2
+

(1− α)P

P|h(1)AR|2 + σ2
n

)
(24)

= 1− P

|h(2)AR|
2 ≥ 1[

αP/σ2
n

23RB−1
− (1−α)P

P|h(1)AR |2+σ2
n

]+


= 1−
∫ ∞

r
F̄RA

 1
αP/σ2

n
23RB−1

− (1−α)P
Px+σ2

n

pRA(x)dx,

where pij(x) and F̄ij(x) indicate the PDF and the complement CDF (CCDF) of |h(n)ij |
2,

respectively, with

pij(x)= exp(−x/σ2
ij)/σ2

ij,

F̄ij(x)= exp(−x/σ2
ij) (25)

for i, j ∈ {A, R, B} and i 6= j being the PDF and complement CDF of |h(1)AR|
2, respectively, and

r =
σ2

n
P

[
(23RB − 1)(1− α)

α
− 1
]+

. (26)

Meanwhile, it follows from Formula (11) that the channel capacity at Bob is given by

CB =
1
3

log2(1 + γB), (27)

and then its decoding outage probability is obtained by

PO,B =P(CB < RB) (28)

=P
(

γB < 23RB − 1
)

, (29)

which, from Formula (11), yields

PO,B =P

 αP/σ2
n

1−α

|h(1)RB |2
+ 1
|h(3)RB |2

< 23RB − 1


= 1− P

(
1− α

|h(1)RB|2
+

1

|h(3)RB|2
≤ αP/σ2

n
23RB − 1

)
(30)

= 1− P

|h(1)RB|
2 ≥ 1− α[

αP/σ2
n

23RB−1
− 1
|h(3)RB |2

]+


= 1−
∫ ∞

(23RB−1)σ2
n

αP

F̄RB

 1− α
αP/σ2

n
23RB−1

− 1
x

pRB(x)dx.
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Therefore, the COP of the whole relaying system can be derived as

PCO = 1− (1− PO,R)(1− PO,B)

= 1−
∫ ∞

r
F̄RA

 1
αP/σ2

n
23RB−1

− (1−α)P
Px+σ2

n

pRA(x)dx
∫ ∞

(23RB−1)σ2
n

αP

F̄RB

 1− α
αP/σ2

n
23RB−1

− 1
x

pRB(x)dx.

(31)

It is noted that when Relay has N antennas, the random variable |h(n)ij |
2 for i, j ∈

{A, R, B, E} and n ∈ {1, 2, 3} changes to ||h(n)
ij ||

2 as a random vector, which its PDF and
CCDF of Formula (25) change to

pij(x)=
xN−1 exp(−x/σ2

ij)

(N − 1)!σ2N
ij

,

F̄ij(x)= Γ(N, x/σ2
ij). (32)

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the connection outage probability PCO, with respect to RB, for
different values of Alice’s transmit power P and Relay’s number of antennas N, respectively,
while the detail of the setup parameters is mentioned in Section 8. It can be seen that, as RB
decreases, the probability has the same behavior and the decrease is more significant for
higher transmit power (higher P) or a larger number of antennas (larger N).

0 0.5 1 1.5 2

R
B

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

P
C

O

Figure 5. The connection outage probability PCO versus RB for different values of the transmit power
P; N = 1, dAR = dRB = 1 Km; α = 0.8.
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Figure 6. The connection outage probability PCO versus RB for different N; P = 10 dB, dAR = dRB = 1
Km; α = 0.8.

6. Zero-Outage Secrecy Spectral Efficiency

The zero-outage secrecy spectral efficiency is defined as the amount of secure infor-
mation (bits/s) reliably received by the legitimate receiver subject to zero secrecy outage
(PSO → 0). The problem of zero-outage secrecy throughput is represented as [11,12]

max
RB ,RS

BW × RS × (1− PCO)

s.t. PSO → 0, (33)

where BW indicates the signal bandwidth. As PSO → 0 requires the constraint on secrecy
rate as in Formula (23), the zero-outage secrecy throughput denoted by η(α) is obtained by

η(α) = max
RB

BW
[

RB −
1
3

log2

(
1 +

2α

1− α

)]+
(1− PCO) (34)

as a function of α. Therefore, the maximum zero-outage secrecy throughput can be numeri-
cally computed via an exhausted search over α, which is

η = max
α

η(α). (35)

Remark 2. Differing from previous studies in the literature, where the constraint of PSO → 0 in
the problem (33) yields the zero-secrecy spectral efficiency, our proposed scheme can enable positive
throughput and, more than that, the zero-outage secrecy spectral efficiency increases with increasing
transmitted power, as illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Zero-outage secrecy spectral efficiency, η(α), versus α for different values of the transmit
power P; dAR = dRB = 1 Km.

7. Zero-Outage Secrecy Energy Efficiency

The zero-outage secrecy energy efficiency is defined as the zero-outage secrecy through-
put per total transmit power. Then, it follows from Formula (35) that the zero-outage secrecy
energy efficiency denoted ξ in bits/Jule is given by [20]:

ξ =
η

Ptotal
, (36)

where Ptotal is the total transmit power used to transmit and receive the signal and is
calculated over all three phases. More specifically, in the first phase, Relay transmits, while
Alice and Bob receive the signal. In the second phase, Alice transmits the signal to Relay
only and in the third phase, Bob receives the signal from Relay. Hence, as Relay has N
antennas for both functions as transmitter and receiver, Ptotal can be computed by

Ptotal =(N × PR,Tx + PA,Rx + PB,Rx + P/µ)

+(PA,Tx + N × PR,Rx + P/µ) (37)

+(N × PR,Tx + PB,Rx + P/µ),

where µ is the amplifying coefficient, and Pi,Tx and Pi,Rx with i ∈ {A, R, B} indicate the
power of the transmitter and receiver circuit, respectively. Assuming that Alice, Bob, and
Relay all use the same transceiver hardware, which means that the transceiver at either
nodes shares the same power with others, it follows that Pi,Tx = PTx and Pi,Rx = PRx for
i ∈ {A, R, B}. Then, from Formulas (36) and (38), the zero-outage secrecy energy efficiency
can be rewritten as

ξ =
η

(2N + 1)PTx + (N + 3)PRx + 3P/µ
. (38)

8. Numerical Results

For this section, a simulation was carried out, to support what we have been dis-
cussing. MATLAB was used as the simulating tool and we used version R2019b. The sim-
ulation was run in the scenario of GSM-1900 in a cellular environment with the path
loss model of 3.45 + 3.8× log10(dij) [20], where dij in meters was the distance between

nodes j and j, and the channel variance was then obtained by σ2
i,j = 10−(3.45+3.8×log10(dij)).
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The power consumption at the transmitter and at the receiver was PRx = 240 mW and
PTx = 360 mW, respectively, and the amplifying coefficient µ = 0.4 [27]. The noise variance
was obtained from σ2

n = N f N0BW, where the noise figure N f had a value of 3 dB, the power
density of the background noise N0 was about −174 dBm per Hertz, and the bandwidth
BW was equal to 200 KHz for GSM-1900.

The zero-outage secrecy spectral efficiency is illustrated in Figure 7, with respect to the
portion of the power, α, that was used to transmit the message for distinguished values of
Alice’s transmit power in the case that the distances between Relay and Alice and Relay and
Bob were both 1 km. One can see that the higher the transmit power was, the significantly
higher ZOSSE it could obtain. In addition, there existed an optimal α, to maximize ZOSSE.

Figure 8 illustrates the maximum zero-outage secrecy spectral efficiency, with respect
to the transmit power according to the location of Alice and Bob compared to Relay, in
the case that the sum of dRA and dRB was 2 km. It can be seen that, if either Alice or Bob
was placed near Relay, while the other was placed far away, the ZOSSE was nearly zero.
This was because the transmission reliability of the far-distance link was low. It can also
be seen that if the location of the relay was set properly in the middle of the transceiver,
the ZOSSE was maximized, which was because the minimum connection outage probability
was achieved.
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Figure 8. Maximum zero-outage secrecy spectral efficiency, η, versus dAR for different P; dAR + dRB =

2 Km.

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the zero-outage secrecy energy efficiency with respect to
Alice’s transmit power P and Relay’s number of antennas N when the optimum P to
maximize the ZOSEE was chosen. It can be seen in Figure 9 that there existed an optimum
transmit power at which the ZOSEE was maximized. When the optimum transmit power
was chosen, the ZOSEE went up with the increasing number of antennas at Relay, as seen
in Figure 10.
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Figure 9. Zero-outage secrecy energy efficiency ξ versus the transmit power P; N = 1 and dAR =

dRB = 1 Km.
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Figure 10. Zero-outage secrecy energy efficiency ξ versus Relay’s number of antennas N when the
optimum P is chosen; dAR = dRB = 1 Km.

9. Conclusions and Discussion

This paper used the artificial noise strategy and avoided CSI leakage, to design a
three-phase decode-and-forward relaying system that ensures positive zero-outage secrecy.
The paper described in detail the codeword pair design to achieve zero-outage secrecy
regardless of how powerful the eavesdropper is, which is illustrated via the region of
rate where the secrecy outage probability is zero. Then, the paper characterized the
positive zero-outage secrecy spectral efficiency, which cannot be achieved in the literature,
and the resulting energy efficiency. The numerical results showed that the secrecy outage
probability can always be zero no matter where the eavesdropper is or how many antennas
it has. This is because the AN is sent in the same space as the secure message, and the
eavesdropper cannot cancel it out, which limits the eavesdropper’s SNR and capacity
to achieve zero-outage secrecy. The numerical results also showed that the zero-outage
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secrecy spectral efficiency increases with increasing transmit power and that both the
spectral efficiency and the energy efficiency of the zero-outage secrecy are highest when
the relay is placed in the middle of the transmitter and receiver.

A physical layer of security is vital to guaranteeing secrecy, as it is the initial stage in
protecting the confidentiality of information. To achieve a system that is always secure in
any transmission, such as a credit card number or password transmission, the proposed
system successfully guarantees security with probability 1 or zero-outage secrecy by a
simple design consisting of an extra AN transmission along with a trick of pilot training, to
prevent channel state information leakage to the eavesdropper. To confirm the potential
application of the proposed design, our work will be extended to the finite blocklength
regime. Also, this strategy of AN injection will be applied, to achieve zero-outage secrecy
for multi-users in the scattered network.
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Appendix A

In this Appendix, we prove the PDF and CDF of the random variable Z in Formula (19).
It follows from Formula (18) that

FZ(z)=
∫ z

0
pZ(r) dr (A1)

=P(Z < z)

=P
(

αP|hiE|2
σ2

n + (1− α)P|hiE|2
< z
)

=P
(
|hiE|2 <

zσ2
n

[α− z(1− α)]+P

)
(A2)

for i ∈ {A, R}. As |hiE|2 is chi-squared distributed with 2M degree of freedom and variance
of σ2

iE/2, we obtain the CDF of Z from (A2) as [20]

FZ(z) = 1− Γ

(
M,

zσ2
n

(α− z(1− α))+Pσ2
iE

)
, (A3)

which yields its PDF of

pZ(z) =
ασ2

n/σ2
iE

(M− 1)!(α− (1− α)z)2P

(
zσ2

n

(α− (1− α)z)Pσ2
iE

)M−1

exp

(
− zσ2

n

(α− (1− α)z)Pσ2
iE

)
. (A4)
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